
Girl Gets Ring Review Exposes The Girl Gets Ring System

Summary: ConquerHisHeart.com has released a review of the Girl Gets Ring System from veteran 
relationship experts Jonathan Green and T.W. (T-Dub) Jackson to reveal the truth about this "wedding  
ring getting" system.

"Girl Gets Ring was created to help women with the age old problem of getting a 'hard to tie down' 
man to commit," reports ConquerHisHeart.com's Sean Roman in his review of the training course. 
"Millions of women around the world struggle with this very situation everyday, so the idea that there 
is a system that can make this happen is very exciting for them." 

The Girl Gets Ring system was created by Jonathan Green and T.W. Jackson author of the best-selling 
e-book "The Magic of making Up". The pair are both well known relationship experts, coming from 
contrasting backgrounds. Green who is younger and still on the singles scene has years of experience 
teaching male clients. While Jackson who has been married for 14 years provides insights from the 
other side of the fence.  

While skeptics may question how men can advise women on such matters, Roman offers this 
explanation:

"Green and Jackson know what men want from relationships and what men need in order to even 
consider taking a relationship to the next level," says Roman. "A lot of the advice from female experts 
is just too pushy, and it can end up pushing the guy away for good!"

Girl Gets Ring takes readers through six phases from first meeting a man, to getting him to pop the 
question. Along the way the authors cover topics such as: avoiding jerks, common first date mistakes 
and how soon to become intimate.

Jackson asserts that a man will gladly, and completely commit to a woman if he feels that she wants to 
help him on his 'journey'. Stating that, "A man will never leave the woman’s side who understands his 
destiny and journey better than he does!" (Those wishing to hear this concept explained can watch an 
informative video presentation from Jackson on his website) 

In addition to the e-book, customers receive an e-book discussing successful online dating strategies, an 
MP3 recording about making long distance relationships work and a bonus entitled "The Clean Slate 
Method" which is billed as a "mistake eraser" to help women recover from mistakes they may have 
already made in their relationships.  

Those wishing to purchase the Girl Gets Ring System can visit the Official Website here. 

Sean Roman provides reviews of popular dating guides for women on his website 
ConquerHisHeart.com. Those interested can read Roman's Girl Gets Ring review at the following web 
address: http://www.conquerhisheart.com/girl-gets-ring-review/
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